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Hello – I’m a Digital Designer a Bachelor in Design Futures. 
With 5+ years working in a creative studio environment and 
almost 8 years working as a freelancer for small businesses.
Moved to Sydney in march 2016 with to begin working as a 
Digital Designer for Ngakkan Nyaagu  (NGNY). NGNY is a digital 
startup specialising in building apps and websites for Indigenous 
businesses. Since leaving NGNY in 2017 I’ve been working with
Endeavour Drinks Group as a digital designer. Focusing on 
mainly the BWS as a key inhouse designer. I’ve also been 
freelancing for small businesses across australia mainly 
focusing on branding. 

2017 to now – EDG/Digital Designer; I have been working with 
Endeavours Drinks since December in 2017, as a Digital 
Designer for BWS – this roll entailed handling all digital creative 
for the website and social media. As well a distributing supplied
creative across a multitude of online and print media channels.
I’ve also been fortunate to see through whole grassroot campaigns
let by myself and the marketing team within BWS/EDG.

2016 to 2017 – NGNY/Digital Designer; 
studio post graduation and has been by far the most rewarding. I 

call myself a designer. When I began I was I had very little 
understanding of how the digital design worked. I now have two 
apps live on the both google play and apple store and over 10 
website that I designed.

2014 to 2015 – Email Marketing; For a year I worked with Andzen. 
A managed email and marketing service based in Brisbane, 
specialising in email and social media. They provide a premium 
email serviced either self managed or completely managed 
by an in-house marketing team. I was in charge of all visual 
deliverables such as email template design and both print and web 
advertisements. This position helped me understand how design 
in a digital context works and enabled my to enhance my skills as a 
graphic designer.

2014 to present – Freelancing; If I was forced to specialise in
design it would have to be branding. Here I �nd the most joy in 
being challenged to �nd the most e�ective way in telling the story 
in one logo or less. Much the same for developing an e�ective ad 
campaign. You must master the power of e�ective reduction in 
story telling. Be concise and the smallest amount of information 
as possible. This is probably where my passion for deign was 
realised and continues to develop.
 
Design Skills

Illustrator  InDesign  Sketch
Photoshop  Invision

Kevin Finn said in his ‘design thinking’ masterclass that to 
know and understand the design programs are mere design 
fundamentals for any designer. It’s safe to say I have the design 
fundamentals, the next stage in my development is what I seek, 
how to utilise these skills to exceed the standards. 

Education

2015 – Bachelor in Design Futures 

title put simply, is rather than asking how to design or implement 
a new design into any given environment, but how do we re-
imagine the design so it has by its inherent nature is one that 
is without negative consequences. To do this we were taught 
how to approach a brief with a holistic approach that considered 
cultural, social and environmental implications. My bachelor was 
an amazing philosophical endeavour that left me a better designer 
and a more critical thinker.

2014 – Istituto Europeo di Design – Florence, Italy 
For the mid year semester break, I decided to undertake an 
intensive graphic design summer course in Florence. I chose 
this course particularly because I wanted to experience how 
another culture engaged with Graphic Design, especially a non 
english speaking culture. Italy was an incredibly interesting place 
for this, to see how traditions and a rich history in arts informed 
designers. I was also lucky enough to be guided by one of Italy’s 
leading Graphic Designer, such as Cosimo Lorenzo Pancini a true 
dynamite on the pencil with non stop amazing ideas. Also Troy 
Nachtigall he introduced me to the Digital Publishing Suite where I 
was taught how to produce interactive tablet based magazines. 

2013 – Diploma of Graphic Design 
Southbank Institute of Technology – Brisbane, QLD – As my 
bachelor was where I to truly learned to think, the diploma 
was where I learned hone my skills as a practitioner. Little did I 
know never again in my studies would I ever experience such an 

producing deliverables for faux companies and clients. This is 
where I really obtained my ‘design fundamentals’.

Conferences 
2013 – Semi Permanent Brisbane 
2013 – Typism 2013 - Analogue Digital seminar 
2012 – Semi Permanent Brisbane 
2012 – Responsive Projects: Jonathan Barnbrook 
2012 – Studio ill AGDA 

Master Classes 
2013 – Kevin Finn: Design Thinking 
2012 – Chris Doyle: Portfolio

 

Thanks for your time!

There is a lot I’ve left out of this summary, so happy to answer any 
questions you have about my life or work experience you may have, 
look forward to hearing from you! 

Willy Challis :)

0439396856
hello@willychallis.com
www.willychallis.com

Work Experience  as a Visual Designer
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Work Samples

WILLY CHALLIS
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SAMPLE 0NE / A DESGIN STRATEGY

In the final year of my undergraduate, my classmates 
and I were fortunate to work on a brief presented 
to us by the late Paul Pholeros from HealtHabitat. 
The brief was essentially to develop a design strategy 
to improve the living environment and health. 
In the form of a case study and/or a checklist to 
assist designers, health professionals or community 
managers to take actions that benefit health by 
improving living environment. 

Working closely with three incredibly talented class 
mates, and inspired by Pholeros’s previous work in 
remote communities. we put together a thorough but 
transient strategy on working with communities in 
remote areas by going beyond the confines of simply 
sending a ‘trades person’ in to fix a ‘problem’. But 
rather to set up a holistic approach that incorporated 
and encouraged cycle of repair.
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SAMPLE 0NE / A DESGIN STRATEGY

The Awareness Campaign

WELCOME TO NORTH NGURA, WHERE THE 
GOVERNMENT IS YOUR L ANDLORD

~

The campaign comprises actual instances that some 
people in poor living conditions were facing. Such as 
a faucet being placed right next to a power point. We 
then used those realities and posed questions intended 
to provoke thought for the reader. The public campaign 
would be launched with the intention of leveraging the 
success of the programme, bringing media attention, 
academic, and public support for change. 
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SAMPLE 0NE / A DESGIN STRATEGY
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SAMPLE 0NE / A DESGIN STRATEGY
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SAMPLE TWO / BRANDING / SPACIAL DESIGN

The Common Room - Specialty Coffee is cafe 
located in Brisbane CBD, I was fortunate enough 
to brand them in mid 2016
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SAMPLE TWO / BRANDING / SPACIAL DESIGN

Stationar kit example to show how the 
brand could be implimented. 
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SAMPLE TWO / BRANDING / SPACIAL DESIGN
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SAMPLE TWO / BRANDING / SPACIAL DESIGN

Concepts for how to excute the 
brand in it’s environment.
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SAMPLE THREE / BRANDING 

This logo was done for a local artist management 
agency starting in Sydney. They came to me with 
the name already and I wanted to make sure the 
logo represented the sentiment of the brand. The 
concept chosen is a word play on “more to come” 
– as in “what’s coming” is just around the corner.
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SAMPLE THREE / BRANDING 
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SAMPLE THREE / BRANDING 

The concept “more to come” – as in “what’s coming” 
is just around the corner.  The logo itself  is actually 
playing with your eyes and depending on how you look 
at it, it could be indented or bending around a corner.
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SAMPLE THREE / BRANDING 

half wrong

out now
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Case Study:
Inner Sydney Empowered Communities

WILLY CHALLIS
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BRIEF AND ABOUT INNER SYDNEY EMPOWERED COMMUNITIES (ISEC)

Develop a brand identity for the Redfern and La Perouse (Inner Sydney) sector of Empowered Communities.

ISEC would act as the mediator for local organisations in both communities and Government. With the paramount objective to 
manage and keep any federal or state funding within the community to enable growth and empowerment. 

It was crucial that artists from both communities Redfern and La Perouse were a part of the creative development and that both 
communities were to be represented in the logo.

Studio: Design Lead: 
NGNY Willy Challis 

Jr. Designer: Animation: 
Jeremey Worral Robert Broadhurst

Artists: 
Jordan Ardler 
Dennis Golding.

BRIEF OVERVIEW
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CREATIVE PROCESS

At NGNY I conducted a 4hr workshop with the Board 
Artists: Jordan Ardler and Dennis Golding.

Workshop outline

Brainstorming around 5 key phrases relating 
to ISEC’s current terms and language:

1. Reviewed ISEC materials

2. Developed sentences from key phrase
brainstorm and what we now understood about ISEC

3. Each artist used the sentences to develop
sketches and an idea to underlying narrative

4. I then transferred sketches into digital form to
be manipulated in Illustrator.

5. Artists developed sketches further digitally and
introduced colour to support their narrative

6. I then took the artist designs and  developed
the creative into a brand concept. The narratives
were adapted to fit and reflect the communications
strategy and ISEC.
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ARTIST OUTCOME

8 sketches were chosen during the artist workshop.

Both Dennis and Jordan were able to provide their 
narratives depicting the illustrations in depth.

The workshop enabled us to establish a collection 
of creative elements that relate back to ISEC’s 
ethos and visually present both communities. 

These elements are inspired from a birds eye view of the block in Redfern which highlight the four 
main streets that form the shape of a block. The approach in making this element was to look at some 
of the foundations of Aboriginal communities in urban environments, particularly within Sydney 
regions that build from strong communities and culture. Within the element, there are also other 
ways that visualise the urban environments such as road and train tracks, and sky scrapers which 
represent the contemporary cultures and experiences in our communities.

Eveleigh StEveleigh LnLouis StHugo St

Vine St

Caro
lin

e St

Boomerang

These elements are inspired from a birds eye view of Botany Bay which is local area of La Perouse 
Aboriginal community. The patterns that are formed in the bay areas are from the local totem - the 
stingray. The patterns inside the stingray also serve as layered obstacles that grow bigger from within, 
which is signi�cant to overcoming, growth and building of the local Aboriginal communities.

Stingray

Botany Bay

Bare Island
          Bridge

The swirling waters and winds that are depicted in this element recognise the challenges that our 
communities face in protecting their land, waters and culture. The element serves as a symbol of 
strength and unity as the communities (circles) face the challenges together and become a greater 
and bigger collective who can get through the challenges with eachothers support.

Campsites / Communities Swirls
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The swirling waters and winds that are depicted in this element recognise the challenges that our 
communities face in protecting their land, waters and culture. The element serves as a symbol of 
strength and unity as the communities (circles) face the challenges together and become a greater 
and bigger collective who can get through the challenges with eachothers support.

Campsites / Communities Swirls

Dennis Golding.

The swirling waters and winds that are depicted 
in this element recognise the challenges that 
our communities face in protecting their 
land, waters and culture. The element serves 
as a symbol of strength and unity as the 
communities (circles) face the challenges 
together and become a greater and bigger 
collective who can get through the challenges 
with each others support.

Campsites / Communities Swirling Waters

CHOSEN ARTWORK
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DESIGN OUTCOMES

The reds represent the Redfern community. 
Reflecting the important activist history associated 
with Redfern.

The blues represent the La Perouse community, 
the coastal location.

The lines originating from each central point  
represents the on-going transfer of knowledge, 
movement of people and interaction with the  
non-Indigenous community.

In this variation we lean on recognised symbols for 
yarning circles as the central points. 

The use of yellow draws meaning from the yellow of 
the Aboriginal flag, ‘...represents the Sun, the giver of 
life and protector’. 

Here we build on this idea and associate the yellow 
with the word EMPOWERED and reflect this in the 
line that represents the connection  
of both communities.

INNER SYDNEY
EMPOWERED

COMMUNITIES

Creative Element: 
While both communities are represented 
the yellow is the graphic device the links 
Redfern & La Perouse
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DESIGN OUTCOMES / PRINT
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DESIGN OUTCOMES / PRINT
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DESIGN OUTCOMES / PRINT
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DESIGN OUTCOMES / DIGITAL /  WEBSITE
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DESIGN OUTCOMES  / DIGITAL / EMAIL TEMPL ATE
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DESIGN OUTCOMES  / DIGITAL / SOCIAL MEDIA
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DESIGN OUTCOMES  / DIGITAL / SOCIAL MEDIA POST
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DESIGN OUTCOMES  / SOCIAL MEDIA POST / ANIMATION

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=4LVQBYS4OZ4
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like comment share  

Early stage concept for a TV commercial

DESIGN OUTCOMES  / ANIMATION

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=LOV1ET1MA2Y&FEATURE=YOUTU.BE
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Many thanks for taking the time to go over my 
case study, hope to hear from you soon.

WILLY CHALLIS




